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CONCEPTUAL FRAMING

In the field of European studies, the past decade has seen a burgeoning growth in the academic literature addressing the issue of European Union (EU)\(^2\) external governance due to a considerable extent to the eastern enlargement in 2004 and 2007, which extended the EU’s border to new neighbours. The term ‘external governance’\(^3\) has been used by several scholars as a conceptual framework to explain the overarching approach the EU embraces in interacting with the world outside. A wide array of literature, notwithstanding different epistemological and methodological assumptions, provides an insightful analysis of the characteristics of EU external governance, including the extension of EU rules and institutions beyond EU’s borders,\(^4\) multilevel governance,\(^5\) and Europeanisation.\(^6\) The term is, moreover, closely interlinked with the broader theoretical framework explaining the role of the EU in international politics, including Normative Power Europe (NPE)\(^7\) and EU’s power on the global arena.\(^8\) Drawing on the aforementioned insight, EU external governance can be conceptualised as a set of problem-solving governance tools the EU devises to transfer its agendas and frame its external relations

---

\(^{1}\) The author would like to express sincere gratitude for those involved in Jean Monet Summer School ‘European Integration and Energy Security 2017’ hosted by Yerevan State University, Armenia.  
\(^{2}\) In this article, the EU refers to EU institutions and it is treated as an actor in the international arena.  
\(^{5}\) See Eva Gross, The Europeanization of National Foreign Policy. Continuity and Change in European Crisis Management (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009).  
\(^{7}\) Asle Toje, The European Union as a Small Power: After the Post-Cold War (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011).  
\(^{8}\) The EU’s agendas in this respect include both its idealistic vision and the material interests that the EU and its member states pursue.
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based on the core values⁹ upon which the EU is built. In this respect, external governance is value-laden, assuming normative changes in the third countries as a result of the interaction within the contour of external governance. It also shows the problem-solving objective in that external governance as such basically targets and seeks to mitigate the mismatch between the EU and the third country. This, it can be assumed, further reduces the problems that may arise in the partnership-building with the outsiders. Furthermore, Korosteleva rightly points out that ‘the notion of external governance explicitly draws on a compulsory element of conditionality.’¹⁰ In short, EU external governance eventually requires conformity from the third country with which it interacts and the fundamental criteria against which the EU employs to assess the third country are based on its core values.

The Eastern Partnership (EaP) was launched in 2009 to bridge the gap in the European Neighbourhood Policy and specifically tailored to the characteristics of the six partners.¹¹ All three South Caucasus states, namely Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia, are included in the EaP. Essentially the EaP aims at deepening the partnership between the EU and its current eastern neighbours. Put differently, it is the manifestation of the EU’s attempt to bring its neighbours closer whilst not promising them membership. In this respect, through the EaP, the EU offers an opportunity for the three South Caucasus states to get benefits from being its member in accordance with the degree to which they abide by EU external governance packages. However, as EU external governance operates with the logic of more EUropeanised, more benefits from the EU, it makes the partnership scalable depending on the EU’s ability to initiate changes and the receptiveness based fundamentally on the interests of the partner states. More importantly, in the South Caucasus, Russia has attempted to provide an alternative form of governance through the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) in order to revitalise its hegemonic status in the region. This means, notwithstanding striking differences in the degree of proximity, Russia is still and will remain in the equation when the South Caucasus states decide to adopt changes under the framework of EU external governance.

Hence, this paper addresses the asymmetry of the partnership between the EU and the three South Caucasus states, which eventually stymies the ability of the EU to implement external governance through the EaP. The paper presents, in the first part, the background of

¹¹ The EaP partner countries are Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine. However, this paper focuses on merely the three South Caucasus states.
the relationship between the EU and South Caucasus states with an emphasis on the deteriorating relationship between the EU and Russia after the annexation of Crimea in 2014. In the second part, it examines four factors constraining the implementation of EU external governance, namely the rival governance model provided by Russia, the scalable asymmetry of the partnership between the EU and the three South Caucasus states, the energy conundrum, and the frozen conflicts in the region. It then concludes by assessing the future direction of EU external governance through the EaP in the region.

I: THROUGH THE EBB AND FLOW

Since the introduction of the EaP, the EU and the three South Caucasus countries have had their obvious ups and downs. In January 2015, Armenia had become a member of the Eurasian Economic Union despite the fact that the country had been actively negotiating the Association Agreement with the European Union. The strategic reorientation towards Russia\(^\text{12}\) surprised not only Brussels but also a number of pro-EU Armenians who felt betrayed by their government. In contrast, Georgia achieved visa liberalisation in February 2017 after it entered into a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA). This makes Georgia the EU’s closest partner country in the region and drastically pushes the country away from Russia’s influence, let alone the deteriorating relationship between the two. Azerbaijan has been enjoying relative independence in its strategic decisions, which seem to accommodate both the EU’s and Russia’s interests. It can be said that Azerbaijan adopts a “rejectionist” position, preferring self-reliance.\(^\text{13}\) Additionally, Azerbaijan, as well as Armenia, did not sign the Association Agreement with the EU. Therefore, unsurprisingly, the EaP programmes in Armenia and Azerbaijan hardly touch upon domestic political issues vis-à-vis Georgia. For instance, the priority sectors in the European Neighbourhood Instrument for 2014-2017 are regional and rural development for Azerbaijan and private sector development for Armenia. In contrast, the EU focuses on public administration and justice sector reform in Georgia, which are more politically sensitive.\(^\text{14}\)


\(^\text{14}\) See the EU’s priorities in each country in European Union, ‘European Neighbourhood Policy And Enlargement Negotiations,’ Retrieved 11 November 2017 from: https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/neighbourhood/overview_en
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Hence, it is clear that in practice the implementation of the EaP is totally different depending primarily upon the level of leverage the EU has in the partnership-building process. In other words, the implementation of external governance is likely to be more effective when the EU has strong leverage on the relationship with the partner states. However, this does not necessarily suggest that EU leverage is the only factor contributing to the success of the EU in implementing external governance. Of equal importance, it also depends upon the Russian factor in the sense that it constrains the available choices for both the EU and the South Caucasus states to interact with each other. For instance, due to the frozen conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan over Nagorno-Karabakh, Armenia needs Russia as a security provider, thus adopting a closer Eurasian integration rather than the EU integration. Accordingly, the oscillating relationships between the EU and the South Caucasus countries resulted considerably from the increasing tensions between Russia, which has been trying to employ all means at its disposal to exert its influence over the post-Soviet space, and the EU, which attempts to promote its external governance in the region.

However, for the EU, successful implementation of external governance is not the sole objective it seeks to achieve. The driving forces behind EU external governance are the EU’s interests, which underpin the practical aspect of EU external governance. The EU, for instance, needs energy security by getting a guarantee of an uninterrupted accessibility to South Caucasus energy reserves. Energy matters are thus incorporated in the EaP, such as the energy flagship project and the Eastern Partnership Platform on Energy Security, to name but a few. The interest-driven element of EU external governance creates a gap in the partnership; the expectations of the EU and the South Caucasus states must be aligned if the gap is to be bridged. However, the inherently asymmetrical character of EU external governance makes it difficult for Armenia and Azerbaijan especially to align their interests with the EU. Although Georgia shows its willingness to further adopt the EU governance model, the country is still struggling to fully adjust its interests to the EU in certain issues such as the settlement of conflicts in South Ossetia and Abkhazia. All in all, the actual implementation of EU external governance takes different shapes in each South Caucasus state. The implementation of EU external governance in Armenia is practically limited, particularly after the country joined the Eurasian Economic Union, leading to the formation of a relatively exclusive relationship with Russia. This fact reasserts the importance of the Russian factor. Azerbaijan attempts to position itself as the EU’s equal
partner.\textsuperscript{15} Hence, domestic resistance, particularly from political elites bolstered by being an energy-rich country, makes EU external governance highly selective from both sides. The EU tries to formulate tailor-made programmes in implementing external governance in Azerbaijan whereas Azerbaijan clearly cherry-picks only the less politically sensitive programmes it finds beneficial to national interests. Regarding Georgia, despite its firm pro-European position, there are some doubts arising in relation to how much the EU can really bring about security and prosperity. Additionally, the fear of being in an asymmetrical power relation appears in public discourse.\textsuperscript{16} In this respect, the implementation of EU external governance in Georgia is very much dependent upon the EU’s ability to sustain the pro-European momentum in the country.

II: EU’S NORMATIVE POWER VIS-À-VIS RUSSIA’S HARD POWER: IMPLICATIONS FOR EU EXTERNAL GOVERNANCE

In the wake of the Georgia-Russia conflict in 2008 and the Russian annexation of Crimea in 2014, the relationship between the EU and Russia constantly deteriorated and has since remained tense. In particular, ‘the ongoing crises in Ukraine can be illustrated as the nadir of the relationship between the EU and Russia.’\textsuperscript{17} Moreover, the incident was a watershed in the EU-Russia relationship. Such a downturn in the relationship greatly affects the South Caucasus in that the region, which is located in the in-between space, has become a new geostrategic battlefield between the EU as well as its transatlantic allies and Russia. However, the EU tries to bring about changes in the region through the implementation of external governance particularly in the form of partnership-building under the framework of the EaP. In contrast, Russia is clearly more aggressive and even employs military intervention, be it directly or indirectly in the form of hybrid warfare in order to exert its influence over the South Caucasus.

In the past decade, Russia’s direct and indirect military intervention in its ‘near abroad’ states has become obvious and the old antagonisms between the West and Russia fester. The expanding EU and, potentially, NATO enlargement to the states under Russia’s sphere of influence bring about Russia’s agitated exasperation. In response to such perceived threats, Russia, as pointed out above, relies more upon a hard power approach including military

\textsuperscript{15} Eske van Gils, ‘Differentiation through bargaining power in EU–Azerbaijan relations: Baku as a tough negotiator,’ \textit{East European Politics}, 33 no. 3 (2017), pp. 388-405.


\textsuperscript{17} Hiski Haukkala, ‘From Cooperative to Contested Europe? The Conflict in Ukraine as a Culmination of a Long-Term Crisis in EU–Russia Relations,’ \textit{Journal of Contemporary European Studies}, 23 no. 1 (2015), pp. 25-40.
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intervention in the region. The war between Russia and Georgia in 2008 helps to illustrate the point. On the contrary, the EU, at best, can merely provide reform incentives through an introduction of the EU governance package when it tries to make the South Caucasus a fertile ground for partnership. ‘Even though the European Commission states that the EaP would be developed in parallel with the strategic partnership with Moscow, Russia remains vigilantly sceptical about it.’

Having pointed out Russia’s reliance upon hard power does not suggest that the country merely employs such a means. Russia also employs many kinds of political technology — e.g., creating propaganda through Russian media or clandestinely sponsoring pro-Russia politicians — to project its dominant power abroad. It is thereby conspicuous that this competition shows a strategic imbalance in that Russia can and tends to make aggressive military moves if necessary since the country’s foreign policies towards its neighbours are based on realpolitik consideration. In light of strategic imbalance as such, the South Caucasus states are faced with hard choices between embracing EU governance package and thus becoming more EUropeanised (Georgia), getting closer to Russia (Armenia), or choosing neither the EU nor Russia (Azerbaijan). It should be noted as well that they encounter several Russian strategies to destabilise their aspirations to get closer to the EU because Russia considers its relationship with the EU in a zero-sum manner.

Furthermore, the implementation of external governance is stymied, to a great extent, by Russia, which has adopted a number of countermeasures such as the Russia-led Eurasian Economic Union and Collective Security Treaty Organisation. Armenia is a full member of both organisations. In this sense, Russia acts in parallel as a governance provider in the region in that Russia also introduces an alternative form of governance, which is abundantly incompatible with the EU’s core values. The presence of Russia’s military forces in the conflicting areas in the region and the support for pro-Russia political parties from time to time limits the EU’s ability to disseminate its external governance. For instance, Baku-Moscow arms deals have flourished seeing that Russia is the major arms supplier of Azerbaijan. Furthermore, Russia’s powerful grip on Armenia’s energy sector gears the country away from the EU. All in all, as Russia employs all the possible means at its disposal to exert its influence in the region whilst the EU relies on offering market incentives and institutional reforms, the power competition is visibly

---

disproportionate. Therefore, Russia’s countermeasures are the major regional-level constraints to effective implementation of external governance in the South Caucasus.

**Scalable Asymmetry of Partnership: ‘More for More’ (Not) Anymore?**

Through the external governance package, the EU tries to transfer its rules and norms to each country in the South Caucasus, which manifest in the form of initiatives and programmes based on priority areas of partnership. Such a transfer of the EU’s ways of doing things can be considered as a ‘Europeanisation process,’ which develops in parallel as a result of the implementation of external governance. For instance, Georgia has successfully undergone a series of judicial reforms and a corruption crackdown due prominently to the pro-EU government, which actively implements domestic structure adjustments in accordance with EU governance.

However, the EU is less successful in transferring its rules and norms in Azerbaijan and Armenia. In particular, the latter is almost completely under Russia’s influence. It must be noted that external governance, too, brings along the EU’s core values such as human rights protection and respect for individual freedom. In this regard, the implementation of external governance in the South Caucasus apparently reflects safeguarding both the EU’s values and interests. The EU thus establishes itself as a pragmatic norm changer in the region in that the EU not only projects its norms to the region but also utilises conditionality to ensure practical outcomes. Put differently, ‘it is necessary for the EU to strive towards a balance between material gains and moral impulse.’ However, conflating norms and practical interests in the implementation of external governance causes asymmetry in partnership-building between the EU and the South Caucasus states.

It is unequivocal that the EU’s transformational power in the region is reliant primarily upon carrot-and-stick tactics in partnership-building. ‘With its EaP initiative, the EU has set an ambitious goal to bring partner countries closer to the EU through comprehensively and deeply transforming their political and socio-economic system of governance.’ The bottom line is that the more a country commits itself to EU external governance, the more integration with the EU

---

will be facilitated. But membership is obviously not promised. Moreover, when it comes to security matters, the EaP serves as a tool for the EU to maintain its ‘hegemonic domination of its vision of security.’ This clearly illustrates that the EU is in the position of setting the vision and goals of partnership, which contradicts the rhetoric of the EaP, underscoring equal partnership. In other words, the EaP is the EU’s project, in which several elements are pre-defined by the EU. This asymmetrical feature of the partnership is at the same time scalable, depending upon the level of commitment of the partner country to embrace external governance.

In addition, it is worth re-emphasising that the EU still restrains its pushing move in the region as Nuriyev nicely elucidates that ‘the EU seems to adopt a rather skeptical wait-and-see approach towards the South Caucasus region.’ The reluctance of the EU thus generates a discontinued dynamic in the relationships, which at times leads to a deficiency in further cooperative development. This illustrates that the scalability in the partnership between the EU and the South Caucasus states can happen as well on the EU side. In particular, in relation to sensitive security regional issues, the EU, as well as its western allies, shows disinclination. For instance, ‘the West’s failure to intervene credibly in the Georgian conflict reduces the prospects of strong Western action to strengthen and broaden the East–West energy transportation corridor across the South Caucasus.’ Hence, in light of the EU’s inconsistent partnership dynamics, coupled with the fact that the region has become more fragmented in the past few years, the implementation of external governance displays a sign of inertia and the ‘EU’s bureaucratic dilatoriness additionally enervates the partnership dynamics.’ Bishku points out that, moreover, the three South Caucasus countries have hardly cooperated amongst themselves, let alone the fact that Armenia and Azerbaijan remain in conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh. What’s more, as Paul argues, ‘as a result of the Crimean annexation, Azerbaijan, Turkey, and Georgia have taken steps to further strengthen their cooperation, rendering

24 It can also be conceptualised as a more-for-more approach. See Yannis A. Stivachtis, ‘European Union, Conditionality and Empire,’ in Revisiting the European Union as Empire, ed. Hartmut Behr and Yannis A. Stivachtis, (New York: Routledge, 2016), p. 88.
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Armenia isolated and more dependent on Russia. Therefore, the multilateral track outlined in the EaP to promote cooperation amongst the three South Caucasus states is severely crippled. What is happening in the South Caucasus is the fragmentation of national trajectories, which forces the EU to implement external governance in an ad hoc manner. In other words, with the almost completely different governance trajectory of each South Caucasus state, the EU, consequently, has to tackle the issues in each country differently and, of necessity, asymmetrically. Hence, ad-hocism seems to be the most efficient move the EU considers and tends to dominate the regional scene for a certain period of time. But, at the same time, ad-hocism in the implementation of external governance may fizzle out pro-EU forces in the region especially when membership aspiration is non-existent in the foreseeable future.

For brevity’s sake, the implementation of external governance through the EaP in the South Caucasus is clearly asymmetrical and scalable. The case of Georgia is the most illustrative because the country has been constantly receptive to external governance. Therefore, it allows the EU-centric definition of partnership to prevail in exchange for more integration. In contrast, as Armenia and Azerbaijan show hesitation to embrace EU external governance, the EU likewise keeps its distance.

**ENERGY CONUNDRUM: DIVERSIFYING RISK AND THE RISK OF DIVERSIFICATION**

Being a resource-rich region, the South Caucasus is strategically vital for both the EU and Russia. Moreover, the South Caucasus links the Caspian region to Europe, underscoring its geopolitical significance. Azerbaijan has a large oil reserve whilst Georgia, notwithstanding less significant oil reserve, is of vital importance as a transit hub. On the contrary, Armenia, however, lacks natural resources and depends almost solely upon Russia’s energy. Despite Russia’s recent slightly diminishing role in the country’s energy sector, Armenia remains far from being sufficiently independent of Russian oil and gas to establish its own governance direction. Additionally, it must be noted that Armenia has already suffered from a fuel blockade from Azerbaijan and Turkey.

After the 2004 and 2007 enlargement, the EU has formulated policies and launched several programmes, which aim primarily to stabilise the potential threats emerging around the

---

EU’s borders through a vast variety of cooperation initiatives covering both political and economic issues. In light of energy matters, ‘the EU’s energy security strategy considers Caspian hydrocarbons as a means to diversify its energy supplies and reduce its dependency on Russia in particular.’ Therefore, the EU’s concerns about energy security are addressed in the instruments such as European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP), Black Sea Synergy (BSS), and Eastern Partnership (EaP). In particular, as argued above, the EU employs these tools to safeguard its interests as well as to promote its core values in the neighbouring countries. They thus reflect the EU’s European vision towards the South Caucasus region. Otherwise stated, the EU wants the region to be stable enough so that the risks associated with the diversification of energy sources of the EU become diminished. However, in practice, the actualisation of this vision is rather dull due immensely to the Russian factor and significant differences amongst member states in terms of national consideration of energy security. For instance, Germany’s support for the Nord Stream 2 pipeline project initiated by Russia’s Gazprom is criticised for defeating the whole purpose of the Energy Union, which ultimately seeks more independence from Russian energy sources.

Nevertheless, the EU’s attempt to diversify energy sources stays persistent. In the mid-1990s, the EU initiated a regional energy cooperation programme — INOGATE (Interstate Oil and Gas Transportation to Europe) — which includes the three South Caucasus states amongst others. Currently, the cooperation as such continues under the framework of EU4Energy Programme through the EaP. However, the significant change is that the EU places more emphasis on ‘the improvement of energy legislative and regulatory frameworks.’ In this respect, it is quite evident that the EU is striving to create policy and legislative convergence between the Energy Union and those in the South Caucasus states. Georgia, undoubtedly, is more advanced compared to Armenia and Azerbaijan as it has already joined the Energy Community. This means that Georgia has undergone vast reforms in accordance with the acquis communautaire in order to get into the Community. Moreover, this leads to more EaP programmes and initiatives in Georgia since the area of the partnership is expanded and covers more policy areas. Armenia is still an observer whilst Azerbaijan shows no serious interest in participating in the Community.

33 Haydar EFE, ‘Foreign Policy of European Union Towards the South Caucasus,’ International Journal of Business and Social Science, 3 no. 17 (2012), p. 188.
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Again this reaffirms the argument that the implementation of external governance is more effective when the EU has more leverage over the third country it interacts with. But this simultaneously shows the asymmetry of partnership by which the EU is in the controlling position in the relationship, thereby contradicting the principle of equal partnership. All in all, the attempts made by the EU to diversify its energy sources through external governance are not totally disregarded by the South Caucasus states despite slowness and resistance in terms of implementation. However, unintentionally this entails another risk in that Russia will seek to maintain its grip over the European energy market.

The incorporation of the South Caucasus in the EU’s policies obviously paves the way for forging closer ties between the former and the latter in general even though, as illustrated above, each state reacts to the EU markedly differently. However, the factor that affects the whole region is the Russian factor, especially when taking energy security matters into consideration. On the one hand, the South Caucasus is geopolitically important as it bridges Europe and Asia, which is materialised through the Transport Corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia (TRACECA). Hence, the South Caucasus is considered to be a significant hydrocarbon hub which supplies the EU. In other words, it accommodates energy security infrastructure which is vital to the EU member states. For instance, the region accommodates three pipelines, namely Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan and Baku-Supsa oil pipelines and the South Caucasus gas pipelines. Lussac refers to this infrastructure as the Caspian hydrocarbons transportation network. Therefore, ‘after 2004, Brussels increased its number of initiatives toward the Black Sea — South Caucasus — Caspian space.’ Through these initiatives which operate under the overarching frame of external governance, the EU attempts to guarantee its uninterrupted access to resources such as oil and gas.

With Russia trying to reinforce its hegemonic status, as argued earlier, this makes the EU reluctant to actively engage in the region, however. For Russia, the EU-South Caucasus cooperation is regarded as a serious challenge that the Kremlin must counterweigh. Besides, Georgia’s Western leanings and its NATO aspiration even ignite Russia’s anger as its backyard will be strategically invaded. This leads to a situation which can be construed under the security dilemma framework in which the EU’s expansion of its cooperation with the South Caucasus countries to ensure its security results in Russia’s insecurity. This conundrum renders the region volatile and fragile since any move either the EU or Russia makes potentially hints at security.

37 Ibid., p. 188.
matters which, at least in theory, require an extraordinary means to handle. Consequently, the implementation of external governance is perceived by Russia as a security matter. In particular, Russia tends to tackle such a situation by an intervention of internal affairs and military means. Furthermore, Nuriyev points out that ‘the rivalry over control and influence in the South Caucasus has become an ideological factor and acquired greater strategic importance for Russia and the EU.’

In this regard, the security environment in the South Caucasus has been (re)shaped, to a certain extent, by the dynamic interaction between the EU and Russia. At the same time, the South Caucasus is of vital importance in the EU’s and Russia’s energy security landscape since both attempt to counterbalance each other through cooperation based on the energy-security-development nexus. In short, the implementation of external governance through the EaP, particularly in relation to energy matters, creates additional risks to the EU. Therefore, such an implementation is constrained by the Russian factor to a considerable extent.

Moreover, after the accession of Bulgaria and Romania in 2007, the South Caucasus has become the EU’s immediate neighbour. Buzan and Waever note that ‘geographical proximity engenders more security interactions among neighbours than among states located in different areas.’ According to this reasoning, it is unavoidable that the EU tries to play a role in the region in order to make it more resilient and predictable, which will, in turn, mitigate the risks the EU member states may face. In relation to energy security, the EU thereby recognises that its members’ energy security depends, to a considerable extent, upon the security of its suppliers, which include the South Caucasus countries and of necessity Russia. As a matter of fact, almost all of the EU member states are dependent upon the Russian gas supply. As Beck and Kirchner argue, ‘not only is the EU dependent on imported Russian natural gas, it is also confronted by Russian efforts to affect the energy distribution channels in Europe’.40

Russia incessantly exerts its influence over the South Caucasus states to strategically monopolise the energy transport to Europe, thus enhancing its negotiating position. This is a visible challenge that both the EU and the South Caucasus countries encounter. Put another way, the Caspian hydrocarbons transportation network is vulnerable to Russia’s strong influence which restrains the strategic moves of the EU and its allies. For instance, the close relation between Russia and Armenia and Azerbaijan’s versatile diplomacy which allows the country to

---

satisfy both great competing major powers weakens the EU’s capacity to initiate a rearrangement of energy policies in the region. Georgia, nevertheless, can be considered as making crucial steps towards such a rearrangement. However, it takes place domestically and does not lead to changes at the regional level. Therefore, any project which involves the energy security infrastructure which strategically aims to bypass Russia is not possible in the foreseeable future. At the end of the day, Russia will attempt to derail the projects by employing its (semi-)monopolisation of the energy transport network to Europe. Nonetheless, despite Russia’s aggressive policies, the EU tries strategically to translate its external governance into each South Caucasus state through different channels. For instance, the EaP adopts a two-track approach which facilitates both a bilateral and multilateral track of partnership. The latter encourages cooperation amongst EaP states. In case of South Caucasus states, the multilateral track is not effective owing to the conflicts in the region.

In a nutshell, in the area of energy partnership through the EaP, the implementation of external governance is clearly effective in Georgia whereas Armenia seems hesitant in getting too close to the European Energy Community. As it is just an observer, Armenia thereby is not bound to adopt energy reform packages. Moreover, as Armenia decided to espouse Eurasian integration, the convergence between its governance and EU governance, not merely in energy matters, will be more difficult. Azerbaijan remains aloof when it comes to energy reforms in accordance with the EU. Hence, the implementation of external governance is obviously limited in Azerbaijan. Considering the regional outlook, the implementation of external governance to secure its energy security creates a serious risk as it reinforces Russia’s perception that it is being encircled by the West.\textsuperscript{41} This pushes external governance into exclusivity in the sense that implementing it means becoming more EUropeanised which excludes Russia.

**DE FACTO STATES, FROZEN CONFLICTS, AND THE EXTERNAL GOVERNANCE WITHOUT RECOGNITION**

One of the gravest problems in the South Caucasus is the protracted and unsettled conflict resulting from competing claims over territory. This further suggests the dispute about sovereignty. Such conflicts are called frozen conflicts. Amongst the six EaP countries, four of them are involved in frozen conflicts, and all three South Caucasus states encounter such a problem, as shown in the table below.

These frozen conflicts in the South Caucasus have grown more complicated as Russia purposefully supports the independence of certain disputed territories by recognising their status as an independent state. Furthermore, Russia has heavily aided those territories. In 2008 when Abkhazia and South Ossetia engaged in the war of secession from Georgia, Russia firmly backed the separatist sides and also launched military operations against Georgia. The conflicts ended with a ceasefire agreement but without comprehensive conflict resolutions. Currently, Russia is the major security guarantor of Abkhazia and Ossetia, leading to the militarisation of the borders between Georgia and the two de facto states. Both states also depend overwhelmingly upon Russia’s economic aid. Furthermore, Moscow grants Russian passports for the citizens of these disputed territories. Therefore, Russia’s pervasive support reinforces its immense influence in these territories.

On the contrary, the EU seems to subscribe to the engagement-without-recognition approach to these territories. Habets convincingly argues that in spite of having the EaP in place, the EU made little progress in conflict settlement in these territories due to its lack of unified policy and its ambivalent stance in dealing with them. On the one hand, the EU sends a signal that the conflicts must be resolved whilst the territorial integrity of Georgia has to be honoured as outlined in the Priority Area 6 of the EU Georgia Action Plan. But this does not contribute very much to the settlement of the conflict. On the other hand, as the EU does not enjoy strong

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/countries</th>
<th>Disputed territory/territories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armenia and Azerbaijan</td>
<td>Nagorno-Karabakh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Abkhazia and South-Ossetia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>Transnistria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

diplomatic relations with either Armenia or Azerbaijan, it can hardly exert significant influence in pushing forwards conflict resolution in Nagorno-Karabakh. The EU, therefore, lacks strategic leverage over the de facto states in all three South Caucasus states. The major challenge for the EU is to craft a coherent policy which outlines the long-term roadmap for political de-isolation in those de facto states in the context of Russia’s firm grip in the region. These conflicts undermine regional stability, rendering the dissemination of external governance ineffective. For instance, human rights violations are commonplace in these disputed territories. In this respect, the situations in these breakaway territories illustrate that the EU is reluctant to engage in settling these frozen conflicts because of Russia’s perceived influence in the region. Therefore, the EU restrains itself in implementing external governance in settling frozen conflicts. Although applying soft conditionality in the case of the conflict between Georgia and Abkhazia, it has not produced a tangible improvement in the relationship between the conflicting parties. In this case, the EU still reserves its clear role in response to frozen conflicts and de facto states in the region through financial and technical support. This serves as an informal boundary which limits the implementation of external governance.

CONCLUSION

It is clear that the implementation of external governance through the EaP is inherently asymmetrical and scalable depending upon the receptiveness and compliance of each South Caucasus country. Currently, the EU has relatively strong leverage in Georgia, where the pro-EU government has set the country’s direction towards deeper European integration whilst maintaining a moderate relationship with Armenia. The EU-Azerbaijan relationship appears to be unique since the EU relies greatly upon Azerbaijan’s energy wealth, contributing to increasing negotiating power on Azerbaijan’s side. In this respect, the implementation of external governance through the EaP is most effective in Georgia. For Armenia, its government pursues a different form of governance through Eurasian integration as the country has begun to form an exclusive relationship with Russia. For Azerbaijan, which orients itself towards self-reliant policies, the EU apparently lacks leverage over the country. However, with the review of the ENP in 2015 and its greater pragmatic undertone, the asymmetry in the partnership may be
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alleviated. Regarding the Russian factor, as the geostrategic rivalry intensifies, the EU and Russia attempt to carry out their governance models based on the values and interests they hold. This leads to more fragmentation in the region, which consequently limits the EU’s engagement in the region, thereby rendering the implementation of external governance ineffective in certain issues such as the settlement of frozen conflicts in the region. The EU can, at best, play the role of the status quo actor. Finally, as the safe and secure transportation of energy resources to Europe is clearly in the EU’s interests, the implementation of external governance in relation to energy matters is therefore of crucial importance. However, Russia perceives this as a serious threat to its interests, which prompts Russian countermeasures to maintain its leverage in the European energy landscape. Given the current regional outlook, the EU is indeed in two minds: whether to take a bold step to accelerate reforms, or take a more pragmatic approach that may compromise the effective implementation of external governance.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non-commercial-Share-alike 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/.
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